Workplace Claim Exposure Western Canada Oil & Gas
Injuries & Fatality Claims 2016-2020

19 Occupational Related Fatalities

6 Contact with objects & equipment
13 Exposure to caustic, noxious, poisons & toxins

6,879 Claims

$61.9 M Total claim costs
~$8,990 Average claim cost

2657 Caught in/compressed/contact
2276 Exposed to
1946 Struck by

Industries at Risk

British Columbia
- Oil & gas field services

Alberta
- Oil field trucking
- VAC trucks
- Refining & treating

Saskatchewan
- Operations of oil wells
- Oil well servicing

While every reasonable effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the data used in this report, data should be read as indicative of scope rather than exact figures. The variable nature of WCB claims management may be reflected in the data shown.